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Stanford Opens White Male
Community Center
STANFORD, CA –– After fighting for years,
white males will no longer be the only demographic on campus lacking an official community center.
Although unofficial white cultural hubs
such as the Stanford Crew Team and Sigma
Chi have promoted vibrant white cultural
communities in the past, student founder John
Samson II was quick to point out the gap the
community center will fill.
“We have seen our representation numbers
decrease precipitously from thirty years ago,
and we feel as if our cultural presence and traditions are being threatened on campus.”
Samson also outlined inequalities in the
present system: “It’s not fair that everyone
else gets free printing at their community center. But what do you get if you’re white? An
awkward invitation to the Asian Community
Center Speaker Series, but no free printing.”
Located in what was formerly Room 216 of

News in Brief

Stanford Adds Bikepool Lanes

Sigma Chi members and other white males
finally have a place to support and strengthen
the white community.

Old Union, the White Men’s Community Center will officially open its doors to constituents
this Thursday. The WMCC hopes to cultivate
an atmosphere where everybody is welcome
in the center, but only white people actually.

STANFORD, CA—Stanford University has finished renovating all the
roads on campus with new High Occupancy Vehicle bike lanes.  
These new HOV bike lanes are
intended to support the University’s
push for sustainability by reducing
carbon emissions and by reducing
traffic.
Stern Resident Kenny Wilson commented, “It was difficult at first to find
people to bikepool with, but now that I
have my group of 4, we really do save
a lot of money on air for our tires.”
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Guy Dressed Up As Obama
Totally Unqualified to Win
Costume Contest

Football Player Living Vicariously Through Fantasy Self

Student Ostracized for Throwing
Garbage Into Compost Bin
RICKER DINING—In an effort to curb global
warming and environmental degradation, students
and dining officials across campus have implemented new policies to promote green living and
environmentally friendly lifestyles.
Specifically, dining halls across campus have
encouraged students to recycle, to compost their
food, and to abstain from meat, dairy, and trays.
Last week, Jeremy Hutchins forgot about the
new environmentally friendly practices.
As Hutchins was clearing his tray, he placed all
of his waste in a bin for compostables—including
items which should have been placed in a normal
trash can.
“I just couldn’t believe my eyes,” remarked
Sarah Ferguson, witness to the event. “I mean, this
is our planet. Only compost is allowed in the compost bin—our children’s lives depend on it. To see
someone ignoring the rules—to see him placing
everything into the compost bin—it just broke my
heart.”
Following the incident, Hutchins received several hostile glances from his peers and the solemn
judgment of the dining staff.

Student Jeremy Hutchins placed all of his waste in
a bin for compostables, putting him at odds with
his environmentally conscious peers.

“I just didn’t know what to do—everyone
was staring at me, so I just told everyone I was
sorry and ran off, I didn’t even know what I’d
done wrong until I received the angry emails. I’ll
definitely never make the mistake again,” said
Hutchins, when reflecting on the incident.

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Khadija Ismail ---- Online Caption Contest: Andy Monfre
QUOTE “Woohoo! Windows 7 partayyy... come to our Windows 8,9 and 10 party next week.”

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

POLL

21

The number of people
dressed up as Waldo for
Halloween. When you think
about it, Waldo is relatively
easy to find because a guy
wearing a red and white
striped shirt stands out in almost any group of normally
dressed people or crazy
monsters.
last weeks answers: BANDANA, LOVE TRIANGLE, TYRANNY, UTOPIA

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

What did you dress up as
for Halloween?
A. Slutty Firefighter
B. Slutty Sailor
C. Slutty Elmo
D. Slutty War Veteran
vote online at
stanfordflipside.com

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT G=D

“ZR RNTQW RJQORM MQNCW RS AXZDG N CQEXRNRZSO NOG UZLQ YZOXRQW RS CXZO ZR.
ZU MSX RVZOT NASXR RVNR, MSX’DD GS RVZOHW GZUUQCQORDM.” - JNCCQO AXUUQRR
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A DIPLOMAT IS A MAN WHO ALWAYS REMEMBERS A WOMAN’S BIRTHDAY BUT NEVER REMEMBERS HER AGE.” ROBERT FROST
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JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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CHIEUQ
THE MOST
ROYAL LETTER

3

LUMTTU
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: CHEEK SWUNG BRANDY INVADE how the
tree sat down HE WAS SEEDED
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